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Meet Emma-Jane
Life Coach, author and spiritual guide Emma-Jane Cross is on a mission
to empower people to live a life they love, by grounding in nature and
aligning their personal and spiritual path to the cycle of nature’s seasons.
Born and raised in North Wales, she has spent most of her adult life travelling
through Britain and then the world, before landing in Denmark in 2010. She
now lives a stone’s throw from the beautiful Limfjord in Stårup Jutland with
her two crazy cats and her Danish partner who she met in a Viking knife fight!
Before she began coaching and writing Emma-Jane studied amongst other
things ballet, musical theatre, art, human development, life coaching, and
pædagogy. However Emma-Jane considers her most enriching education, the “Connection with nature is
four years she spent living in Avebury Stone Circle in Wiltshire. There she
my root, my foundation. It
studied Celtic and Norse spirituality with pagans, witches, druids and shamans.
keeps me grounded,
These studies became her life’s foundation, teaching her to connect with
guides me reminding me
nature’s rhythm. She learnt to work with the wheel of the year, ceremony,
that everything is
shamanic practices as well as this introduced her to the transformational power
of personal development.
happening exactly as it
Emma-Jane has had an in eclectic life and career. How many trained ballet
dancers have you met that have acted in films, worked in banks, planted forests
and been a professional Viking! And despite having survived periods of
homelessness and discovering at the age of 38 she has Aspergers, Emma-Jane
found through that working nature is the root and rock, the foundation which
guides her through the ups and the downs.
In 2015, Emma-Jane began teaching the Walking the Wheel of the Year
Personal Development Program. Using the macrocosm of nature to reflect the
microcosm of an individual’s personal growth. Although she is an avowed
Pagan she took the bold decision to remove from the program any specific
spiritual dogma to allow participants to create a path that works for them.
Today the program is taught in Denmark and will be launched online in
October 2020.
As a life coach Emma-Jane is the innovator of the Re:Root coaching method
supporting people to reroot within themselves and reroute their lives.
Advocating holistic practice, practical action and conscious living. Today
Emma-Jane has clients she supports to transform their lives. And is also a
resident student coach at Dania Business Academy in Viborg. And is part of
the development team for the new Dania Hybrid degree where a holistic
approach to personal development is part of the curriculum in the online
Marketing Management AP degree.
Emma-Jane began writing non-fiction “for real” in 2016. She publishes weekly
on her blog and has a large Facebook following. Her readers enjoy her down to
earth approach as she shares real life stories and experiences with her practical
tried and tested advice.
When she is not writing or coaching Emma-Jane is a very amatuer gardener
and is heavily involved in the Viking Re-enactment scene in Europe spending
most summers on a battlefield fighting with metal weapons.
Walking the Wheel of the Year published in March 2020 is the first book
of Emma-Jane’s Spiritual teaching but by no means her last!

should. That is why I am
so inspired to empower
others to connect with
nature so they too can
enjoy their life’s journey,
no matter what”

Book Bio
A JOURNEY OF SEASONAL
SPIRITUALITY
BY EMMA-JANE CROSS
In Walking the Wheel of the Year, the first
book of spiritual teachings from Life coach
and spiritual guide Emma-Jane Cross, you are
supported to create your own seasonal
spiritual and personal growth path in life
using connection with nature as the catalyst
to your growth and balance.
"Connection with nature is
what is missing in our hectic
21st century lives. We need
that connection to be
balanced”
Emma-Jane has created a unique approach to practicing seasonal spirituality adaptable for any
21st century lifestyle. Each chapter follows a specific theme related to the framework of the
seasonal festivals in the Celtic/Nordic Wheel of the Year. As the reader walks with the wheel
they mirror nature’s journey. Using that mirror to support sustainable personal and spiritual
growth. This guidebook has information and inspiration from the Celtic and Nordic history
and traditions of each season, personal development processes, as well as a guided
visualisations and shamanic journeys plus suggestions for seasonal ceremony working from
which the reader can pick and choose to use what works for them.
“No-one can tell you there is a right way or a wrong way to
connect with nature. The right way is the way that works
for you”
Although the Wheel of the Year is a subject that has been written about before, this book is
unique as it has no specific religious focus or dogma. The emphasis is on personal
development and the personal journey over dogma. Walking the Wheel of the Year
encourages the reader to adapt and personalise the wheel of the year concept. Making it
relevant to their own life. The point is to find your connection to nature and align your life
with it’s seasons to ground you and support your personal growth
“We are as much a part of nature as the birds, the plants
and the trees. By aligning with her rhythm we become
grounded and balanced Re:Root in ourselves and from there
we can grow, evolve and enjoy the journey of our lives”
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Interview Questions
Here are some suggests of interview questions to ask EmmaJane. Emma-Jane can speak both English and Danish and is
happy to do interviews in either language.
Spiritual / Author:


Why do you think it is so important to connect with nature? Is it
relevant in the 21st century?



What is seasonal spirituality/ what is paganism?



Why does Walking the Wheel of the Year focus primarily on Celtic and
Nordic beliefs about nature?



Your book contains historical information about the Wheel of the Year.
Where does that come from?



Did you really include everything you have learnt in this book? What
did you edit out of this book?”



Why should somebody buy your book?



Do you have to have specific spiritual beliefs to have a connection to
nature? Infact do you have to be spiritual at all?



What led you to writing Walking the Wheel of the Year?



Do your spiritual practices influence your life coaching and how?



Talk about the biggest failure/challenge you had. How did your
spirituality or personal development tools help you in this time?



With the rise in Teenage Environmental Activism how do you think
this reflects upon societies need to connect with nature? And where
does seasonal spirituality fit in to this?



How do you have time for a spiritual life as a busy entrepreneur?

Coaching/ Personal:


What is conscious living/transformational / holistic life coaching?



What is the Re:Root method and how does it benefit the people you
work with?



Why do people even need a life coach?



You work with students and businesses why is holistic life coaching
relevant in these industries?



Its unusual to meet a life coach and entrepreneur who has Asperger,
how does your diagnosis affect these parts of your life?



How the heck did a ballet dancer from Wales end up living by a Danish
fjord and being a life coach and spiritual guide?



A knife fight! Really? Tell me about that!

Reviews
BOOK LIFE PRIZE:
”In this uplifting book, readers will learn about eight ancient seasonal festivals, how
to celebrate them, meditate on them, and more. The writer advocates living closer
to nature and spending time with these rituals and traditions related to specific
seasons. The writer's passion and enthusiasm is readily apparent, and readers will
eagerly take her advice for celebrating the cyclical occasions themselves. Other titles
provide a similar focus on seasonal festivals, but Cross guides readers through the
various traditions and rituals with particular intimacy, while also urging readers to
more generally align their own rhythms with those of the natural world”
8 out of 10 stars
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW WALKING THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR
CONTACT EMMA-JANE
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